
Tips for Night Photography
(example: Milky way, stars, moon)

By Jim Lamb
(Inspired by Glenn Randall of Outdoor Photography Dec 19/Jan 20 magazine)

• Plan for the weather at ClearSky.com. Plan the position with The Photographer’s 
Ephemeris, or PhotoPills.

• Low light makes a tripod necessary. 
• An f/2.8 lens of 14mm to 35mm is desirable.
• Daylight white balance.
• High Noise Reduction on.
• Long Exposure Noise reduction off, generally (doubles time of exposure).
• Focus: manual by setting to infinity during daylight, or live view, zoomed into stars. Then 

use gaffer’s tape to lock focus (even if using BBAF).
• For landscapes: Set a higher ISO setting, such as 6400+. Try Auto ISO with limits. (Know 

your camera’s capabilities.)
• For round stars, start with the “500 Rule,” divide 500 by the focal length to get the 

seconds. e.g. 500/20mm lens = 25 seconds which is almost the max you can use.
• For the Milky Way: f/2.8, ISO 6400, 30 seconds (no snow). Take a second shot at 2 

minutes (+2 stops) for the land to merge in post. You may want an intervalometer. To 
reduce noise, under-expose and add exposure in post, along with noise reduction.

• For meteors: f/2.8, ISO 3200, 30 seconds.
• For the Aurora: f/2.8, ISO 3200, shutter variable around 30 seconds.
• For Lunar eclipse: varies from fully lit at f/11, ISO 200, 1/125 second, to totality at f/8, ISO 

1600, 8 seconds.
• For full moon landscape: f/2.8, ISO 400, 30 seconds +/- (the moon will be blown out with 

one shot).
• Watch for condensation on lenses. keep a microfiber cloth handy.
• Do not trust live view for exposure, use the histogram. (Wear gloves with touch pads.)
• Keep warm batteries ready (especially if mirrorless).
• Use a headlamp for trails (scout out in daylight for hazards). Red lens for activity in place.
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